Resume Advice
Summary
Make it attractive as you can to catch and hold the eye
Bullet points, no paragraphs
Numbers that relate to the bottom line
Accomplishments section
Contact info should be 10-12 point
Objective line: WHY are you applying for this job, you need to be upfront on what you really want
References available upon request
Months
2 pages max, unless you are a legend
Get spacing right between paragraphs
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KbZ5_ar4Dj0 - Resume is to a targeted reader, to start a conversaion
There is no perfect resume
You can have more than one resume
Have an objective line
State what you did with action verbs
Do research to avoid boilerplate resumes that seem to waste time of reader
Stay Relevant
Be specific on your ability to do job
Be organized and to the point, have someone else review
Don’t be a job hopper
Be yourself
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zE-NQAu_qRU - 
Name in bold at top, phone numbers, and email address
Place, dates, title
If title is more impressive, put that first
Adjust resume to each job
3 lines between each job
List education, degree earned
Then personal info that pertains to job
Foreign languages
Computer apps known
References available upon request
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XPH29f3xa_Q&feature=watch_response
Short concise, very specific, effective, and verb driven
Write the specifc job detail you are applying for
Skills you have that relate to job being applied
Cut out parts of resume that don’t relate to jobs applied for
WHY are you applying for this job, you need to be upfront on what you really want
Edit the objective before every resume is sent out
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wQI_vfVUI3I
Name address phone number, email
Creative
Accomplishments
Special Projects
Work Experience
OBJECTIVE 
What you are looking for in a job
ALLCAPS
BOLD
EFFECTIVE 
MOTIVATED
WHATEVER you are applying for
SUMMARY
2-4 sentences that describe who you are
How you think creatively
What your accomplishments are
How you have demonstrated them in your work experience
Who you are as a person
“highly effective” “responsible”
Core Competencies
Bulleted
Words like problem solver, strategic thinking, creative writer, 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e0OcHMDj_sY
Contact info centered
Objective - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yNg5EO4cbqI&feature=channel
Job type
Industry
Geography
Summary 2-4 points, what makes you unique
Responsibilities and Results - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5FZjIVTKcrc&feature=channel
Searchable keywords
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RIG4_GNHHHg&feature=related
Contact info should be 10-12 point
Accomplishments section
Use the 3rd person, never 1st
Not duties, tasks, functions, role
Use thesaurus
Hobbies/Interests - Video Games, Cinema, Reading, Writing
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HlglADUOwD0&feature=related
Bullet points, no paragraphs
Objective needed for dramatic changes in career
2 pages max
Numbers that relate to the bottom line
Spellcheck
Dates needed
Keywords needed to make you look like an experiece, so you can be found
